Rates of aminoacyl-tRNA selection at 29 sense codons in vivo.
We have placed aminoacyl-tRNA selection at individual codons in competition with a frameshift that is assumed to have a uniform rate. By assaying a reporter in the shifted frame, relative rates for association of the 29 YNN codons and their cognate aminoacyl-tRNAs were obtained during logarithmic growth in Escherichia coli. For five codons, three beginning with C and two with U, these relative rates agree with relative in vitro rates for elongation factor Tu-mediated aminoacyl-tRNA binding to ribosomes and subsequent GTP hydrolysis. Therefore, the frameshift assay probably measures this process in vivo. Observed rates for aminoacyl-tRNA selection span a 25-fold range. Therefore, the time required to transit different codons in vivo probably differs substantially. Codons very frequently used in highly expressed genes generally select aminoacyl-tRNAs more quickly than do rarely used codons. This suggests that speed of aminoacyl-tRNA selection is a significant factor determining biased use of synonymous codons. However, the preferential use of codons appears to be marked only for codons with the highest rates of aminoacyl-tRNA selection. Rapid selection in vivo is usually effected by elevation of the tRNA concentration for codons with moderate intrinsic speed (rate constant), not by choosing intrinsically fast codons. Despite a preference for high rate, there are quickly translated codons that are not commonly used, and common codons that are translated relatively slowly. Other factors are therefore more important than speed for some codons. Strong preference for rapid aminoacyl-tRNA selection is not observed in weakly expressed genes. Instead, there is a slight preference for slower aminoacyl-tRNA selection. The rate of aminoacyl-tRNA selection by a YNC codon is always greater than the rate of the corresponding YNU codon even though in many YNC/U pairs both codons react with the same elongation factor Tu/GTP/aminoacyl-tRNA complex. Thus, for these tRNAs, the differences between in vivo rate constants of tRNAs are dependent on the nature of anticodon base-pairing. However, no more general relationship is evident between codon/anticodon composition and rate of aminoacyl-tRNA selection. The frameshift method can be extended to all codons.